
Ali Project, King Knight
&lt;/lyrics&gt;

{{Translation||Japanese}}
==Romanized Japanese==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
haruka na tooi mukashi 
kono te wa tsubasa de naku 
futatsu no tsurugi de 

kusaikire no shitone de 
bokura wa kemono no you ni 
iki wo koroshiteta 

ima kodoku to kyomu no naka de 
sawagi tagiru chi wo ika ni shiyou 
hontou no tsuyosa hoshii to negaeba 
michibikareru no ka 

iza yukan kacchuu no hagane wo terikaeshi 
tsuwamonodomo ga yume no ato wo 
kokoro wo ooitsukusu tate wo toriharae yo 
mienai kokkyou wa sugu soko ni 

jigoku no soko kara koe ga kikoete mo 
&quot;madamada yoake wa tookarou&quot; 

fureenu hoshi no kuzu 
kibou no kagayaki wa 
hitoyo ni kiedo mo 

towanaru asu wa izuko 
shunkan setsuna no toki 
tsunagi eigou wo 

doko ni ifu mo ikei mo naku 
ikiru munashisa wo nan to shiyou 
shin no yasashisa anitsu no yurikago ni 
sodachi wa shinai 

iza kake yo shikkoku no arauma inanaite 
ooshiki kuni no matsueitachi 
harimegurasareta takaki saku wo tobikoe yo 
mada minu sekai wa hateshinai 

ten no kanata kara uta ga furisosogu 
kami no onkei wo sono se ni 

iza yukan kacchuu no hagane wo terikaeshi 
mononofutachi ga tadorishi michi 
sono omoi fuujikomeru kusabi wo hazuse yo 
nukaru ashiato mo kawaku darou 

iza kake yo shikkoku no arauma inanaite 
uruwashiki kuni no senkushatachi 
owari naki tatakai ni toujiru onmi e to 
makoto no tamashii yadoru made 

mou hitori no jibun ga boku ni koe kakeru 
&quot;koko kara subete ga hajimaru&quot;
&lt;/lyrics&gt;
||

==Translation==
&lt;lyrics&gt;



In the distant past
These hand's weren't wings
But a pair of swords

On a bed of grass in the summer heat
We breathed silently
like beasts

Now in loneliness and emptiness
What do I do with my boiling blood?
If I yearn for true strength
Will I be led to it?

As my steel armor reflects, I go
Following the soldiers dreams
Remove the shield that covers the heart
The border that can't be seen is right there

Even if you hear a voice from the depths of hell
&quot;The dawn is still far, far away&quot;

Though stardust is untouchable
And the one I want
Will disappear tonight.

I search for the eternal tomorrow
It's a fleeting moment in time
Connected through eternity

There is no awe and reverence
What do I do with life's emptiness
True gentleness is not raised
In jealousy's cradle

Charge ahead as the black stallions neigh bravely,
You, the descendants of that heroic nation
Jumping over the high fence that surrounds us
The world we've yet to see is boundless

Songs pour from beyond the heavens
Receive my blessing

As my steel armor reflects, I go
Pursuing the warriors path
Let go of the bond that traps those thoughts
The muddy footprints will never dry

Charge ahead as the black stallions neigh bravely,
You, the forefathers of that graceful nation
Being thrown into endless battles,
Until your soul is possessed with the soul of truth

Another me calls out to myself saying,
&quot;Everything begins from here&quot;
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